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Abstract. We propose unique ring signatures that simplify and capture
the spirit of linkable ring signatures. We use new techniques to provide
an instantiation which can be tightly related to the DDH problem in the
random oracle model, leading to the most efficient linkable/unique ring
signature.
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Introduction

Ring signatures [23] are very useful tools for many privacy-preserving applications. However, they are not adequate in settings where some degree of privacy for users must be balanced against limited access. For example, a service
provider might have the list of public keys that correspond to all users that
have purchased a single access to some confidential service for that day (requiring anonymous authentication). For this kind of application, a number of
restricted-use ring signatures are proposed. Notable examples include linkable
ring signatures [1, 7, 19, 20, 25, 26] and traceable ring signatures [13, 14].
Linkable ring signature asks that if a user signs any two messages (same or
different) with respect to the same ring, then an efficient public procedure can
verify that the signer was the same (although the user’s identity is not revealed).
Traceable ring signature is a ring signature scheme where each message is
signed not only with respect to a list of ring members, but also with respect to
an issue (e.g., identifying label of a specific election or survey). If a user signs
any two different messages with respect to the same list of ring members and
the same issue label, then the user’s identity is revealed by an efficient public
procedure. If a user signs the same message twice with respect to the same list
of ring members and the same issue label, then the two signed messages can be
determined to have come from the same signer by an efficient public procedure
(although the signer’s identity remains concealed).
Both linkable ring signatures and traceable ring signatures admit interesting
applications such as various e-voting systems and e-token systems, and so on.
Notably, the e-voting schemes directly from linkable or traceable ring signatures
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do not need any central authorities, a unique and desirable property in sharp
contrast to all the schemes from other methods.
Unique ring signatures. We define unique ring signatures that capture the
essence of linkable ring signatures and traceable ring signatures without identity
revelation. We may say a ring signature scheme unique if whenever a signer
produces two different ring signatures of the same message with respect to the
same ring, such that both will pass the verification procedure, then these two
ring signatures will always have a large common component (hereinafter unique
identifier ). For all the applications introduced in this paper, we further need a
non-colliding property for a unique ring signature. Call a unique ring signature
non-colliding if two different signers of the same message, almost never produce
ring signatures with the same unique identifier.
Our contributions. We provide an efficient instantiation of unique ring signature in the random oracle model (ROM). Security of the scheme can be tightly
reduced to the DDH problem (where, by “tight,” it means that the success
probability of some adversary in some time is roughly equal to the probability
of solving some hard problem within almost the same period of time). Despite
the similarities with the linkable ring signature due to Liu, Wei, and Wong [19],
our construction employs a proof technique fundamentally different from the
Cramer-Damgård-Schoemaker (CDS) type of ring signatures [8, 17] which rely
on “rewinding”. Namely, our proof does not require proof of knowledge but heavily relies on zero-knowledge proof of membership. Tight reduction usually comes
at a cost, but it turns out that our scheme has a tight reduction without sacrificing on efficiency. In toto, this scheme gives the most efficient linkable/unique
ring signature in the ROM, in terms of key generation, signing, and verification
algorithms.
Typically, one evaluates provably secure signature schemes from three perspectives: efficiency, indicating how fast the scheme can be implemented, which
has an immediate impact on its genuine utility; concrete security reduction, which
gives explicit bounds on success probability of the adversary, enabling meaningful
comparisons for a given level of provable security; and cryptographic assumptions, preferably being simple, standard, and well-studied, on which the security of
the scheme relies. A desirable provably secure cryptographic signature, commonly recognized, whether in the random oracle standard or the standard model,
should be at first efficient, and could be as well tightly related to a reasonable
assumption. Of course, it is also desirable to consider various tradeoffs among
the three factors, provided that the scheme is still sufficiently efficient.
For signature schemes based on discrete logarithm problems, the most efficient scheme is the Schnorr signature [24] that is proven secure in the ROM
under the DL assumption by Pointcheval and Stern [22]. The technique used
is the Forking Lemma: by rewinding the forger O(qh /ε) times, where qh denotes the number of the forger makes to the random oracles and ε denotes its
success probability one can compute the discrete logarithm of the public key.
The reduction is unfortunately too loose. To obtain tight security reductions
for the DL-based signature schemes, a number of constructions that are less
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efficient or/and under stronger assumptions are proposed, including the EDL
scheme by Goh and Jarecki [16] (under the CDH assumption), subsequent work
by Chevallier-Mames [6] (under the CDH assumption), two schemes by Katz
and Wang [18] (from the CDH and DDH problems respectively), and Fischlin’s
scheme [10] (that relies on the DL assumption but is relatively inefficient).
Turning to the DL-type ring signature schemes, tight reductions are more
challenging to achieve. This is due, first, to the fact that all the DL based ones,
to the best of our knowledge, follow the CDS paradigm [8] whose security seems
to inevitably rely on the (generalized) rewinding technique (see, e.g., [17]). This
is further due to the fact that the ring signature runs in the multi-user setting
such that the reduction might naturally lose a factor of n which denotes the
number of users in the ring. Last, we emphasize that ring signatures (in general)
have multiple security notions such as unforgeability, anonymity, and possibly
some others (see [3]). Tight reductions (to possibly different assumptions) here
should be satisfied for all the required security notions. To put it differently, the
security notion with the loosest reduction and the strongest assumption is the
benchmark against which the security of the system can be measured.
The linkable ring signature [19] from the DDH assumption inherit the CDS
framework and its analysis for ordinary ring signatures. In particular, if we let
ε be an upper bound on the probability that the DL problem can be solved,
then the success probability of any adversaries attacking the unforgeability is
roughly nqh ε, but for anonymity one has to rely on the potentially stronger
DDH assumption. Similar results hold for the traceable ring signature [13], where
Fujisaki and Suzuki therefore consider using Fischlin’s technique [10, Remark 5.7]
to improve the reduction tightness at a notable cost.
Instead, our random oracle based scheme has security tightly reduced to the
DDH problem for each of the security notions, which implies that the scheme is as
secure as the DDH problem. One main reason our scheme has tight reductions
is the use of NIZK proof of membership, instead of the conventional proof of
knowledge such that one has to rewind the forger for sufficient times.
For standard signature and ring signature schemes, to obtain tighter security,
they necessarily become less efficient or rely on stronger assumptions. In contrast,
our unique ring signature scheme is as efficient as the previous scheme [19] with
a loose reduction. Notice that the PRF part not only enables NIZK proof of
membership but happens to serve as the unique identifier.

2

Unique Ring Signature Model

We begin by recalling the definition of a ring signature scheme RS = (RK, RS, RV)
that consists of three algorithms:
RK(1λ ). The randomized user key generation algorithm takes as input the
security parameter λ and outputs a public key pk and a secret key sk.
RS(sk, R, m). The probabilistic ring signing algorithm takes as input a
user secret key sk, a ring R that is a set of public keys (such that pk ∈ R),
and a message m to return a signature σ on m with respect to the ring R.
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RV(R, m, σ). The deterministic ring verification algorithm takes as input
a ring R, a message m, and a signature σ for m to return a single bit b.
The following correctness condition is required: for any security parameter λ,
$
any integer n, any {(pki , ski )}n1 ← RK(1λ ) (where now R = {pki }n1 ), any i ∈ [n],
and any m, it holds that RV(R, m, RS(R, ski , m)) = 1.
We consider unique ring signature where the signature should have the form of
(R, m, σ) = (R, m, τ, π) where τ is the unique identifier for some message m
and some signer i, and π is the rest of the signature. For our constructions,
one may simply consider that τ is the signature, and π is the corresponding
(maybe probabilistic) proof of correctness. Following the recent formulation for
ring signature due to Bender, Katz, and Morselli [3], we define for unique ring
signature three security requirements: uniqueness, anonymity, and unforgeability.
The way we define uniqueness property largely follows from that for unique
group signature [11], where the uniqueness security is coupled to a non-colliding
property. The formalization of the definitions of security can be found in [12].

3

Unique Ring Signature in Random Oracle Model

We start by describing our basic underlying signature/VRF scheme, and then
give the construction of unique ring signature. Notice that our proof techniques
do not require proof of knowledge but heavily rely on zero-knowledge proof of
membership, which is one of the main reasons our signature enjoys tight security
reductions and admits an improvement in efficiency for a given level of security.
The Underlying VRF Scheme. The signature we shall describe is first predicated on a (well-known) observation that given a random public group element
y = g x , the function F (m) := H(m)x is a PRF, if we model the hash function
H(·) as a random oracle.
Our scheme is furthermore based on a well-known zero-knowledge proof system for equality of discrete logarithm due to Chaum and Pederson [5]:
A prover and a verifier both know (g, h, y1 , y2 ) with g, h 6= 1 and y1 = g x and
y2 = hx for an exponent x ∈ Zq . A prover also knows the exponent x. They run
the following protocol:
$
1. The prover chooses r ← Zq and sends a ← g r , b ← hr to the verifier.
$
2. The verifier sends a challenge c ← Zq to the prover.
3. The prover sends t ← r − cx mod q to the verifier.
4. The verifier accepts iff a = g t y1c and b = ht y2c .
The above protocol is a sound proof system but also honest-verifier zero-knowledge
(HVZK). By using Fiat-Shamir transformation [9], it becomes a NIZK proof system if we model the hash function as a random oracle. Given the above PRF
and NIZK proof system, we apply the Bellare-Goldwasser (BG) paradigm [2] to
obtain a VRF scheme depicted in Figure 1. (The scheme is in fact a PRF with
a NIZK proof and of course a secure signature scheme.) Note that the function
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that maps x to g x is not a commitment scheme: the binding property is satisfied
while the hiding property is not. This prevents us from following the general BG
construction’s proof strategy exactly. However, under the DDH assumption, this
can be proven secure with a similar proof to that of BG signature.

Setup(1λ ).
The setup algorithm takes as input the security parameter λ and outputs a multiplicative group G of prime order q and a randomly chosen generator g of G. It also
provides two hash functions H: {0, 1}∗ → G and H 0 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq . It outputs the
public parameters as
pp = (λ, q, G, H, H 0 ).
λ

Gen(1 , pp).
$
The key generation algorithm takes as input the parameter pp and chooses x ← Zq
x
and sets y ← g . It outputs the public key as pk = y and the secret key as sk = x.
Sig(sk, m).
$
To sign the message m, the signer selects r ← Zq and computes
(m, H(m)x , c, t),
where c ← H 0 (m, g r , H(m)r ) and t ← r − cx mod q.
Vrf(sk, m, σ) .
The verification algorithm first parses σ as (m, τ, c, t) and checks if
c = H 0 (m, g t y c , H(m)t τ c ).
Fig. 1. Efficient Signature/VRF from the DDH assumption in the random
oracle model. The algorithms are described in the context of digital signature. It is
also a VRF scheme, where VRF.Eva(sk, m) = H(m)x , VRF.Prove(sk, m) = (c, t), and
VRF.Ver(m, σ) = DS.Vrf(m, σ).

Extending the underlying proof system. We now extend the underlying
NIZK proof to an “or” language—a proof system that a unique identifier τ (for a
message m and a ring R) has the same logarithm with respect to base H(m||R)
as one of the public keys yj := g xj (j ∈ [n]) with respect to base g. Assume,
without loss of generality, logH(m||R) τ = logg yi and the prover knows xi . In
particular, we use the proof system between a prover and a verifier.
$

1. For j ∈ [n] and j 6= i, the prover selects cj , tj ← Zq and computes aj ←
$
c
g tj yj j and bj ← H(m)tj (H(m)xi )cj ; for j = i, the prover selects ri ← Zq
ri
ri
n
and computes ai ← g and bi ← H(m) . It sends {aj , bj }1 to the verifier.
$
2. The verifier sends a challenge cP
← Zq to the prover.
3. The prover computes ci ← c − j6=i cj and t ← r − ci xi mod q, and sends
c1 , t1 , · · · , cn , tn to the verifier.
c
4. The verifier accepts iff aj = g tj yj j and bj = H(m)tj τ cj for every j ∈ [n].
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The above protocol combines the Chaum-Pederson (CP) technique for proving
the equality of two discrete logarithms of [5] and Cramer-Damgård-Schoenmakers
(CDS) transformation [8]. Since both of the conversions “preserve” the properties
of Σ -protocols, the above system is a sound proof system,1 and also an interactive honest-verifier zero-knowledge of membership. However, as far as we are
concerned, its soundness property has never been used in any signature schemes
related to the above proof system. (This is perhaps due to the fact no one needs
this property in these schemes anyway.) We now prove that the above proof
system is sound;2 in particular, even an arbitrarily malicious prover P ∗ cannot
convince the verifier to accept a false statement.
Proof. The goal is to show that if logH(m) τ 6= logg yj for every j ∈ [n], then
given any {aj , bj }n1 sent by P ∗ there is at most one value c for which P ∗ can
respond correctly. Recall above that we let x0 denote logH(m) τ and xj denote
logg yj for every j ∈ [n]. In this case, we have that x0 6= xj (j ∈ [n]). Given any
0
{aj , bj }n1 (where we assume aj = g rj and bj = H(m)rj ) sent to the verifier by a
cheating prover, we have the following: if the verifier is to accept, then we must
have that
c=

n
X

cj ,

(1)

1

and for every j ∈ [n],
c

aj = g t1 yj j ,

(2)

bj = H(m)tj τ cj .

(3)

By (2) and (3) we obtain that for every j ∈ [n],
rj = tj + xj cj ,

(4)

rj0 = tj + x0 cj .

(5)

Noting that x0 6= xj for every j ∈ [n], we have cj ← (rj − rj0 )(xo − xj )−1
mod q. According to equation (1), we can now conclude that there is at most
one challenge which the cheating prover can respond to. Therefore, the verifier
generates this challenge with probability 1/q and the proof now follows.
If we turn the above system into a NIZK proof system by following Fiat-Shamir
transformation through a hash function H 0 then one can check that the soundness property is bounded by qh /q, where qh denotes the number of times the
adversary makes to the random oracle H 0 . Indeed, in this case, for any {aj , bj }n1
1

2

Strictly speaking, Σ -protocols can be divided into two categories: Σ -protocols for
proof of knowledge, and Σ -protocols for proof of membership. In particular, we can
formally show, in the setting of proof of membership, the special soundness property
implies that a Σ -protocol is always an interactive proof system.
This is needed, since we shall be providing the exact bound on the soundness property
in the random oracle model which appears in our full paper [12].
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and any query H(m, {aj , bj }n1 ) made by an adversary P ∗ , it follows from the
above proof that there is at most one possible value of c satisfying the verification equations. The unique ring signature (from the DDH assumption in the
ROM) is described in Figure 2.
Setup(1λ ).
The setup algorithm takes as input the security parameter λ and outputs a multiplicative group G of prime order q and a randomly chosen generator g of G. It also
provides two hash functions H: {0, 1}∗ → G and H 0 : {0, 1}∗ → Zq . It outputs the
public parameters as
pp = (λ, q, G, H, H 0 ).
RG(1λ , pp).
The key generation algorithm for user i takes as input the parameter pp and selects
$
an element xi ← Zq and computes yi ← g xi . It outputs the public key as pki = (pp, yi )
and the secret key as ski = (pp, xi ).
RS(ski , R, m).
To sign the message m in the ring R = (pk1 , ..., pkn ), the signer i with the secret
key ski = xi generates the signature in the following way:
$

1. (Simulation step.) For j ∈ [n] and j 6= i, select cj , tj ← Zq and compute aj ←
c
g tj yj j and bj ← H(m||R)tj (H(m||R)xi )cj .
$

2. For j = i, select ri ← Zq and compute
ai ← g ri and bi ← H(m||R)ri .
P
0
n
3. Let ci ← H (m, R, {aj , bj }1 ) − j6=i cj mod q and ti ← ri − ci xi mod q.
4. Return (R, m, H(m||R)xi , c1 , t1 , · · · , cn , tn ).
RV(R, m, σ).
On receiving the signature (R, m, σ), the verification algorithm first parses σ as
(τ, c1 , t1 , · · · , cn , tn ) and checks if
Pn
0
tj cj
tj cj n
1 cj = H (m, R, {g yj , H(m||R) τ }1 ).
Fig. 2. Unique ring signature from the DDH assumption in the ROM.

The following theorem establishes the security of the above scheme (with proof
and exact security bounds in our full paper [12]).
Theorem 1. The scheme presented in this section is a unique ring signature in
the random oracle model under the DDH assumption.
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